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Apple Event Highlights
A Milestone for iTunes;
a Windfall for Downloader ... Feb. 28th

I

t may well have been the best 99 cents Alex
Ostrovsky ever spent. Early yesterday, he
paid that amount to download “Speed of
Sound,” a song on the Coldplay album “X&Y,”
from the iTunes Music Store, the Internet
music shop that Apple Computer started less
than three years ago. He did not know it, but
it was the billionth song the site had sold, and
Apple was not about to let that go unnoticed.
So at 12:45 a.m., Mr. Ostrovsky’s phone rang.
It was an Apple employee, telling him that in
addition to the song, Apple was giving him a
20-inch iMac, 10 iPods and a $10,000 gift card
for the iTunes store. It is even establishing a
scholarship at the Juilliard School in his name.

At one point Mr. Ostrovsky, who lives in West
Bloomfield, Mich., went to an Apple store to
look at iMacs. “Everyone there knew who I
was, too,” he said. “It’s just surreal.”
He has pretty concrete ideas about how
he will use the prizes, though. The iMac
stays with him — “I’d been asking my parents for a new computer for a while, so this
was a dream come true,” he said. He will
keep an iPod, and family and friends will
get the rest. But the $10,000 gift card has
him a bit flummoxed.
“My sister has already called from New York
to talk about divvying it up,” he said, “and I’ll
probably buy some music for friends.” But he
will also buy more for himself. Until now, Mr.
Ostrovsky has not been a frequent user of
the iTunes store. “I’ve downloaded maybe 50
songs, but I was always more likely to borrow
CD’s from my friends,” he said. “I’m certainly
going to download more songs now.”
That would certainly be music to Apple’s ears.
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pple welcomed the media to their
campus to see “some fun new products.” The biggest component was
an Intel-driven Mac mini, which has several
improvements on top of the new processor
(not to mention a boosted price tag). Jason
Snell has a look at the Mac mini’s second act
as it joins the MacBook Pro and iMac as the
third Intel-based systems in Apple’s lineup.
Steve Jobs also rolled out the iPod Hi-Fi system and showcased a streamlined version of
Front Row.

7:30 Tonight’s micro-mini-demo
One Minute Tip Website

Apple updates Front Row multimedia program

8:01 Wrap-up - Lynn

As it continues to move into the
home entertainment space, Apple
updated its Front Row multimedia
application to add enhanced multimedia sharing capabilities across
computers on the same network.

Apple announces iPod Hi-Fi speaker system
The iPod Hi-Fi is a
portable, high-fidelity
speaker system that
has an integrated Universal iPod dock that
supports any dockable
iPod model.

Apple unveils Intel-powered Mac minis
The revamped Mac
mini line features two
configurations , a single-core 1.5GHz Core
Solo machine and a dual-core 1.67GHz Core
Duo model. Both versions of the Intel-based
Mac mini feature significant improvements
to their connectivity. Ports on the back include gigabit Ethernet, DVI+VGA video out,
one FireWire 400, four USB 2.0, and both
analog and SPDIF (5.1) audio in and out
ports. Steve Jobs also said the new minis
are exceptionally quiet. As widely expected,
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Mr. Ostrovsky, 16, was still trying to absorb
it all yesterday. His phone had been ringing all day, alternating between reporters
wanting to know his reaction and friends
wanting to congratulate him.

Apple intros Intel mini, iPod Hi-Fi etc.
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By CLAUDIA H. DEUTSCH

from MacWorld and TidBits

Tonight’s Agenda

Thank You!!

the Mac mini now includes Front Row, along
with the infrared remote control included
with Intel-based iMacs and MacBook Pros.
Not highlighted at the event - but picked
up by several outlets - is the fact that the
new Mac mini does not include a dedicated
graphics card, relying on the graphics core
component of the Intel processor. Instead
of using a separate store of memory, graphics processing is handled by the main
processor(s) and eating up to 80 MB of system memory. The 1.5 GHz Core Single model
includes 512 MB of RAM, a 60 GB SATA hard
drive, and a combo drive and sells for $600.
The 1.67 GHz Core Duo model includes 512
MB of RAM, an 80 GB hard drive, and a SuperDrive (with double-layer support) and costs
$800. Both models are now available.
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Experts weigh in on MacBookPro

MacBook Pro Offers Promising
Start to Era of Intel-Powered Apple
3.2.06 - Walter S. Mossberg - Wall Street Journal

I

am writing these words on a sleek, fast
laptop computer powered by an Intel processor. But unlike the vast majority of Intelpowered laptops, this machine isn’t running
Microsoft Windows. It’s the latest Macintosh
laptop from Apple Computer, and the first
Apple portable to run on Intel processors. Like
all Apple computers, it uses the company’s excellent Mac OS X operating system instead of
Windows. The new laptop, called a MacBook
Pro, is the successor to Apple’s PowerBook
models, and at first glance, it looks just like
a PowerBook. But the MacBook Pro is quite
different, and not merely because it uses a
modern, dual-core Intel chip instead of the
aging G4 processor its predecessor used.
I’ve been testing the MacBook Pro and comparing it to both a late-model PowerBook
and a roughly similar Windows laptop, the
new H-P Pavilion dv5000t. All three machines have 15-inch-wide screen displays.
My verdict: The MacBook Pro is better than
the PowerBook and better than the H-P,
though it has some drawbacks. It is faster
than previous Apple laptops, but the speedup isn’t as great as Apple’s claims suggest.
At a starting price of $1,999, the same as
the PowerBook it replaces, the MacBook Pro
costs more than the H-P. But in my opinion,
the price premium is more than justified by
its superior design and features.
Apple is switching to Intel chips in hopes of
getting greater speed at lower temperatures.
It has rewritten its operating system and
built-in software to run on the new Intel processors. But some important Mac software
published by other companies, like the Mac
version of Microsoft Office, won’t be rewritten for awhile, so Apple has built in invisible
translation software, which can slow things
down. Despite this, the MacBook Pro seemed
generally crisper than the PowerBook, with
fewer spinning beach balls -- the icon Apple
uses to indicate a delay.
In my speed tests, the MacBook Pro beat the
PowerBook at such tasks as importing photos and music, burning CDs, opening multiple Web sites and launching some programs.
But most of the speed gains were slight, and
even the biggest gains were nowhere near
the 400% speed increases Apple claims. In
a few tests, the MacBook Pro was actually

slightly slower than the PowerBook.
I didn’t run a full set of
speed tests against the
H-P laptop because software differences make
comparisons
difficult.
But using the Windows
version of Apple’s own
iTunes music software,
I discovered that the
H-P was faster than the
MacBook at copying
songs from a CD but slower at burning songs to
a CD. In my harsh battery test, where I turn off all
power-saving features and play an endless loop
of music, the MacBook Pro lasted two hours and
59 minutes, exactly the same as the PowerBook
and 12 minutes longer than the H-P. In more
normal conditions, I estimate the MacBook’s
battery life could approach four hours.
The 15-inch MacBook Pro comes in two standard configurations. The $1,999 model has
a 1.83-gigahertz processor, 512 megabytes
of memory and an 80-gigabyte hard disk. A
beefier version, for $2,499, comes with a 2.0
GHz processor, one gigabyte of memory and
a 100-gigabyte hard disk. Both versions are
one inch thick, 9.6 inches deep and 14.1 inches
long. Both weigh 5.6 pounds. Compared with
the PowerBook, the MacBook Pro has a slightly
larger screen, at 15.4 inches vs. 15.2 inches. The
screen is 67% brighter than the PowerBook’s
but has a slightly lower resolution.
The MacBook Pro also comes with Front
Row, Apple’s across-the-room interface for
watching videos and photos and playing
music, and it has a remote control. It also has
a built-in camera for video conferencing. The
PowerBook had none of these things.
But the MacBook has fewer ports than the
PowerBook did. And it has a new, narrower
industry-standard card slot. Unfortunately,
almost no cards have been redesigned to fit
the slot. “It also has a much larger electrical
adapter than the PowerBook, and a slower
DVD-burning drive.”
The H-P dv5000t I tested has the same-sized
screen, the same amount of memory and
the same processor as the $1,999 MacBook
Pro. It also comes with an across-the-room
multimedia interface, called Windows Media Center, and a remote. And it has some
features the Apple lacks, including a slot for
camera memory cards and an external TV
tuner. At $1,659, after rebate, it seems like a
bargain compared with the Apple.
But the H-P’s hard disk is much smaller, 60

gigabytes versus 80, and a whopping 13.3
gigabytes of that is devoted to special
system-recovery software. To get near the
Mac’s hard-disk capacity, you need a $110
upgrade, which raises the H-P’s price to
$1,769, or $230 less than the Mac’s.
So what does Apple give you for that
$230? You get a much better operating
system; vastly better built-in software for
Web surfing, email, photos, videos and
music; a much brighter screen with much
higher resolution than the H-P’s; twice the
dedicated video memory; and the built-in
camera. Plus, the H-P is quite bulky compared with the Apple. It’s a pound heavier
than the Mac, and up to 77% thicker. Also,
despite the recent discovery of a couple
of harmless viruses for the Mac, the H-P
is much, much more vulnerable to viruses
and spyware than the Apple.
The MacBook Pro isn’t revolutionary, but it’s
a promising start to the era of Intel-powered
Apple laptops.

Apple Laptop has Looks and Brains
3.2.2006 - David Pogue - New York Times

R

emember the famous five stages
of grief: denial, anger, bargaining,
depression and acceptance? If you’re
a fan of the Macintosh computer, meet the
five stages of switching to Apple’s new
laptop: lust, anticipation, delight, dismay
and waiting.
Ordinarily, it’s not really news when a
computer company introduces a new
laptop model. You don’t see newspaper
headlines blaring, “Gateway’s New P32-XC5
Adds Faster Processor, Third U.S.B. Port.”
But the new Apple
MacBook Pro is
a different story.
Although it looks
nearly identical to the
company’s existing
15-inch PowerBook,
something radical is
going on under the
hood.

Apple’s high-end laptops are beautiful,
thin and light, clad in scuff-hiding
aluminum and crammed with features: WiFi wireless networking, Bluetooth wireless,
DVD burning, light-up keys for typing in
the dark, stereo speakers, batteries with
illuminated “fuel gauges” and much more.
But the speed of Apple’s laptops has only
inched forward in recent years, no thanks
to the suppliers of its processor chips (
I.B.M. and Freescale).
Apple made the eyebrow-raising decision,
therefore, to replace that chip family with
chips from another company you may
have heard of: Intel.
Now, changing chip families in a computer
isn’t as simple as changing a CD in your
stereo. The entire operating system and
every single software program must be
rewritten — recompiled, the geeks would
say — to speak the new chip’s language.
That process can take weeks or months.
But Apple deemed the big transition to be
worth the effort. In return, it gets the state
of the art in laptop horsepower: Intel’s new
Core Duo chip, which bears two electronic
brains instead of one. By the end of this
year, every Macintosh model will receive
an Intel brain transplant. (The same Core
Duo chip, running at the same speeds, is
also showing up in new Windows laptops.
And no, the Intel chip does not make a Mac
vulnerable to Windows viruses. It does,
however, mean that in theory, with the help
of a conversion kit that someone will surely
write, a Mac could run Windows.)
Last month, Apple put an Intel chip into the
iMac; on Tuesday, it put one into the Mac Mini.
And this week, the first Mac laptop containing
the Intel processor is reaching customers — a
15-inch PowerBook that’s been inexplicably
renamed the MacBook Pro.
Apple calls the MacBook “the finest laptop
in the world.” In truth, a more accurate
description would be “the finest laptop
in the world, with a small serving of
disappointment on the side.”
You can see why Apple might be fond
of its latest machine. The one-inch-thick
MacBook is only 0.1 inch thinner than the
PowerBook, but somehow feels worlds
sleeker and more futuristic. Fit, finish and
quality are spectacular.
The wireless antenna has been moved,
so Wi-Fi reception is much improved.
The guts, from the bus (circuitry) to the
graphics card, have been substantially

accelerated. Battery life is pretty much the
same as on the PowerBooks: 3 to 3.5 hours.
The MacBook trumps its predecessor in
five substantial areas. First, the gorgeous,
1,440-by-900-pixel screen is much whiter
and brighter. It’s very, very bright. At half
brightness, it matches the brightest setting
of other laptops; at full brightness, it could
illuminate a runway. It’s really bright.

Apple iTunes to sell
monthly TV show
subscription
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3.08.06 - Reuters

Second, a tiny video camera is tucked
inconspicuously above the screen. It’s ideal
for taking Web pictures (640 by 480 pixels),
capturing video or creating video blogs to
post online. (The laptop’s bounteous software
collection includes programs for making
blogs, Web sites, videos and podcasts.)
Better yet, the camera makes the MacBook
a perfect companion to the iChat program,
which lets you hold smooth, full-screen
video conferences with up to three other
people over the Internet — free. Other Mac
laptops can join such virtual meetings (using
an external camera), but the MacBook is the
first laptop with the horsepower to start one.
(One high-speed Mac must be the “host”
of an iChat conference; slower machines
connect afterward.)
The third enhancement is a slim finger-length
remote control. You can use it to operate the
MacBook from across the room, summoning
slide shows of your photos, concerts of your
music collection, playbacks of your movies or
playback of a DVD you’ve inserted.
In addition, there’s a new power cord. Now,
most people probably wouldn’t consider
a laptop’s power cord worth writing home
about, let alone taking up precious newspaper
space. But this one’s a breakthrough.
It attaches to the laptop magnetically. If
someone trips on the cord — which, in the real
world of laptops, is practically an inevitability
— your $2,000 computer doesn’t crash to the
floor. Instead, the cord politely detaches and
drops, leaving the laptop sitting exactly where
it was, grinning away on battery power.

What famous Apple technologist
lives here?

A

pple Computer Inc.’s iTunes music and
video store on Wednesday took its first
step toward a monthly subscription
model with a new service called Multi-Pass
that lets users buy TV shows on a monthly
basis.
The service is being launched by iTunes
in partnership with Viacom Inc.’s Comedy
Central cable network, which is rolling out
“The Daily Show with Jon Stewart” and “The
Colbert Report” on the service. Fans will be
able to buy the next month’s series of 16
new episodes via Multi-Pass for $9.99, or
to pay $1.99 per episode. Four episodes air
each week and viewers can download each
episode after it’s been broadcast.
TV shows and other video have been available
for sale on iTunes since late last year. Comedy Central announced a relationship with
iTunes six weeks ago with shows including
“South Park,” “Drawn Together” and “Comedy
Central Stand-Up.” Michele Ganeless, executive vice president at Comedy Central, said
there would be no advertising on the service
for the time being, similar to the network’s
DVD business.
Apple has so far resisted calls from media
companies and competitors to adopt a
monthly subscription fee favored by the
likes of Napster and Real Networks Inc.’s
Rhapsody, preferring an a la carte download
model where music tracks cost 99 cents and
videos $1.99.
Videos downloaded from the iTunes Music
Store can be played back on a personal
computer or an Apple iPod portable media
player, among other devices.
More than 8 million videos have been sold
since it launched at the end of last year.
Shows including Walt Disney Co.’s “Desperate Housewives” and “Lost” were among the
first to be made available on the service.

01.31- 04.30.06
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Apple Update Fixes 13
Security Flaws

A

pple has issued an update that
patches several security flaws in its
Mac OS X operating system, including
a hole that a security researcher last week
showed could be used by attackers to install
malware on affected systems through Safari,
the default Web browser on Macs.
The update fixes at least 13 OS X security
vulnerabiltiies, including four distinct Safari
flaws that a malicious Web site or RSS Feed
could use to install programs on a visiting
machine. Among the other problems
addressed in this update is an issue with the
default OS X e-mail program, which Apple
said in some cases can fail to warn users
about which e-mail attachment file types
are potentially unsafe to open.
Updates are available for OS X v10.3.9, OS X
Server v10.3.9, OS X v10.4.5, and OS X Server
v10.4.5. Mac users can upgrade manually
through Apple Downloads or through
Software Update.

Macs are cheaper than PCs
by half, says a PC mag
3.6.2006 1:42 pm ET from Yahoo News

T

he last place you’d expect to find praise
for a Mac is the pages of a PC trade
magazine. But Network World columnist
Winn Schwartau runs the numbers on what it
truly costs to run a PC and a Mac in a business,
and finds that a PC is nearly twice as expensive
as a Mac when one takes support costs into
account. Antivirus protection, firewalls, and
IT labor to keep a PC secure and operational
add up to a bill of $1,300 to $4,000 a year,
according to Schwartau. Of course, there’s
one hitch in Schwartau’s calculations: As the
Mac gets more popular, it’s becoming more of
a hacker target, and protecting against those
new threats could drive security and support
costs up over time... so what else is new?
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California bill would
bar toxins in cell
phones, iPods
Thu Feb 23, 2006 (Reuters)

C

alifornia would require manufacturers
to phase out the use of hazardous
materials in making cell phones, iPods and other electronic devices under a
bill introduced by a state lawmaker. The bill
unveiled on Thursday by Assembly Member
Lori Saldana, a Democrat from San Diego,
would apply to any electronic or battery-operated device. The bill, which was introduced
on Wednesday, would require manufacturers
to stop using the substances in devices sold
in California by 2008. “We know that the
manufacturers of these products are able
to produce them without including harmful toxic materials,” Saldana said in a written
statement. “California deserves to be included among the markets that receive this
cleaner stream of consumer electronics.”
California already requires manufacturers of
video displays in devices to phase out the use
of toxic materials. Environmental groups with
clout in the state’s Democrat-led legislature
support the bill. They are concerned about
pollution from electronic devices discarded
in landfills and want California to follow the
example of the European Union, which has
called for phasing out the use of toxic materials in making consumer electronics. “Cell
phones, iPods, computers and many other
modern electronic devices have a useful life
of maybe a year or two before they become
obsolete,” said Mark Murray, executive director of the group Californians Against Waste. “It
doesn’t make sense to use hazardous materials in these disposable devices.”
About 70 percent of toxic heavy metals
found in landfills come from electronic
products, which may contain lead, cadmium,
chromium and mercury, according to Californians Against Waste. “This brew of toxic
substances can damage nervous, kidney
and reproductive systems, while some of
the metals contain carcinogens,” according
a statement released by the group.
Apple Computer Inc. last year started a program
at its retail stores to encourage consumers to
recycle their iPod music and video-playing
devices in exchange for a discount on new
devices.

and now for something
completely different...
The Federal Register Turns 70
By Cindy Skrzcki 3.7.06 Washington Post

N

ext Tuesday, the
Federal Register
celebrates
its
70th year as the country’s
chronicle of regulatory
minutia. True to the
publication’s reputation as an encyclopedia
for policy nerds, the party being thrown
by the National Archives and Records
Administration and the Government Printing
Office starts at 9 a.m., scheduled, no doubt, to
let federal bureaucrats scurry back to their
desks to write more rules.
The celebration marks the evolution of a
publication that began as a two-column,
16-page gazette of the burgeoning federal
bureaucracy created by the New Deal. It
has progressed from a diary of completed
rulemakings, usually about five items a day
at first, to an Internet-based reference that
allowed some 208 million documents to
be downloaded in 2004.

Microsoft Works on Computer
Foot Pad
(not to be confused
with the TarMac Neck
Pod)

E

ver feel like you’re not making good
enough use of your feet when you’re
catching up on your e-mail or sorting
through all those digital pictures you took
on that last vacation?
Scientists in Microsoft’s research division have
developed a color-coded “dance pad” with
buttons you can tap with your feet, or jump
on, to scroll through electronic files. It may
never make it to store shelves, but that’s no
concern to Microsoft, which spends billions of
dollars a year researching far-out technologies
without worrying about whether the gizmos
will ever make it to store shelves.
On Tuesday, Microsoft Research offered
a sneak peek at its “Step User Interface”
technology, one of more than 150 concepts that will be featured at its two-day
TechFest beginning Wednesday.

The Tarmac Vaporware Gazette, named in honor of past president Jerry Rowe, is published for each meeting by smitty’s printshop, a non-existant shop
specializing in things of little or no importance to the world at large. Send your comments, good or bad, to smittysprintshop@mac.com.

RSS
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Really Simple Syndication
presented by Ray Kallman

6) You can also put the results of any feed to be displayed in
your screen saver. Open the “Screen Saver” System Preference
and select “RSS Visualizer”. Select on of your saved feeds and it
will now be shown in your Screen Save with special effects.

So how can I find RSS feeds?

Getting RSS Feeds

(Or how to keep up with news headlines on your computer.)

Do a Google search for <subject> rss. (For example, tropical
fish rss or gardening rss) You’ll be amazed at all the sites that
provide feeds.

Exactly what is RSS?

Really Simple Syndication (RSS) is a web format ideally suited
for automatically distributing content in an abbreviated form.

So what does that mean to me?

It means that sites like newspapers and TV News can distribute
headlines and you can receive them automatically. This has
spread so widely that there are many web sites that distribute
up to the minute information .

And how do I view this information?

There are many RSS news readers available but Apple has built
RSS into Safari so we’ll look at that application.
1) When opening a web site like http://www.cnn.com, notice
the “RSS” icon on the right side of the Address Bar. This shows
that this site has an RSS feed that you can view.

2) Clicking on the “RSS” icon will open the feed in a new
window. This can be saved like any other bookmark.
3) When saving, put like feeds into the same bookmark. To see
all the feeds, you can open all at once by control clicking on the
folder and selecting “View all RSS articles”.
4) When viewing a feed notice the menu,
you can tailor how you view the data. Most
importantly, you can search the feed for
particular information.

Other RSS Information
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSS_(protocol)
http://www.apple.com/macosx/features/safari/
http://email.about.com/od/rssreadersmac/
http://www.rss-specifications.com/rss-reader-mac.htm
www.xml.com/pub/a/2002/12/18/dive-into-xml.html

5) If you do a search within the feed and save
the results, when ever you open this feed, it
will display only the results of your search.

http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/tech/rss

